
EDUCATION AGENDA 
Management Track 

9-10am: How Technology Can Grow your Business; Todd Kipperman and Nick Quaratiello, Blue 

Cow Software

10-10:30am Vendor Fair / PGANE Emergency Response Trailer walk throughs

10:30-11am ‘State of the State’s’; Leslie Anderson, PGANE; Jamie Py, MEMA

Annual DOT, OSHA and NFPA Training requirements  
CETP  
Onboarding process for new employees Best practices for documenting 
and tracking ongoing safety training  
 Creating efficiency and better results with blended training (online, 
classroom, in field)  
The importance of Policies and Procedures in your safety program 

11-12:15 Employee Training Requirements for Propane Marketers; Eric Leskinen, P3 Propane 

Safety; Phil Saraceno, Federated Insurance - Training is not only required by various regulatory agencies 
such as DOT, OSHA and NFPA but it is also critical to the success of a propane marketer and the safety of 
their staff and customers.  Complicated requirements, changes to rules and regulations and the burden of 
having to fill multiple responsibilities create a challenge for maintaining compliance.  Eric Leskinen will help 
explain and simplify exactly what training requirement marketers have and a best process for efficiently 
maintaining compliance. 
 This session will review:

12:15-1pm Lunch/Vendor Fair/Emergency Response Trailer walk through

1-2pm Regulatory Challenges for Propane Bulk Plants; Wade Narin van Court, TRC Solutions 

The long-term record shows that propane bulk storage facilities are safe and well-run, but are they in 
compliance with all of the relevant regulations?  Our recent work for two facilities in Maine, as well as at 
locations in other states, indicated that the owners/operators did not know about their emergency planning 
and reporting obligations under the Clean Air Act (CAA), as well as homeland security and health and safety 
regulations that apply to many propane facilities.

2:10-3:10pm Harassment Prevention in the Workplace: What Employers Need to Know; Kristen 

Kellner, KMA Human Resources Consulting 

Harassment in the workplace is against the law. But beyond being illegal, harassing behaviors have the 
potential to be demeaning and destructive to victims and work cultures. This program is intended to help 
employers and employees prevent and stop the damaging effects of all types of harassing behaviors, and 
includes additional training specific to supervisors. It fulfills Maine compliance requirements for sexual 
harassment training. 



EDUCATION AGENDA 
Technician Track 

9-10:30am How Propane Safety Documentation Done Right Can Protect Your Company and 

You; Eric Leskinen, P3 Propane Safety; Phil Saraceno, Federated Insurance 

An organization's safety documentation is vital in protecting your business. This interactive 

presentation will teach attendees the importance of good documentation, how it will help defend 

your company should litigation arise as well as what challenges you will face due to missing or 

incorrect documentation. We will review case studies of propane accidents. You will learn what 

mistakes were made from a process and documentation perspective, what the financial impact on 

the company was and how you can avoid this happening to you. 

10:45-12pm PGANE Emergency Response Training; Byron Breda 

OR

OR

How and Why to Properly Prepare a Propane Tank for Service per 

Manufacturers’ Instructions, and Proper Placement of Tanks and 

Cylinders per NFPA 58; David Newman, F.W. Webb

12-12:45pm Lunch/Vendor Fair/Emergency Response Trailer walk throughs

12:45-1:45pm Codes Update with Peter Holmes

2-3:15pm PGANE Emergency Response Training; Byron Breda

Gas Pipe Sizing and Selection From Basics to Hybrid Systems 

Including 2 Pound Systems, Using the Approved "Longest Line Full 

Load" Method; David Newman, F.W. Webb

We look forward to seeing you there!


